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PENDING CLAIMS

Please amend tlie claims as foiiows:

Please caned claims MO, 12-1$.

1 1, (Currently Amended) Ajti apparatus for perfonniiig a search excursion in a wireless

communication system, comprising:

a decoder for decoding a plurality of radio frames in a Transmission Time [nterval (TTI)

on a first frec[uency and a plurality ofradio fraines in a TTI on a second frequency; and

a processor configured to exti-act an index from the first radio frame of the plurality of

radio frames, wherein the index is related to a set of transmission properties, to store the index in

a memory element, to control the search exxursion onto the second frequency, and to control a

return to the first frequency, whereupon the decoder uses the index to decode a subsequently

received portion of the plurality ofradio frames in the TTi on the first frequency;

wherein the processor is ftinher configured to i.gnore a pov/er control command from a

base station in order to implement an increase in a downlink transmission power level at least

one of before and after performing ilie search excursion .

19. (New) A method for performing a search excursion in a wireless communication system,

comprising:

decoding a plurality of radio frames in a Transmission Time Inten^al (I'll) on a first

frequency and a plura!it>' of radio frames in a TTI on a second frequency; and

extracting an index from the first radio frame ofthe plurality of radio frames, wlierein the

index is related to a set of transmission properties, to store the index in a memor)' element, to

control the search excursion onto the second frequency, and to control a return to the iirsi

frequency, whereupon the decoding includes using the index to decode a subsequently received

ponion ofthe plurality of radio frames in the Til on the first frequency;
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ignoring a power conti'o] command from a base station in order to implement an increase

in a downlink transmission power level at least one of before ai:id afler performing the search

excursion.
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